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CLASS OF 2025

Friday, September 3, 2021
Royce Hall
UCLA Medical Oath

Today I begin my training to become a physician; a noble profession dedicated to the preservation of life and prevention of human suffering.

From this day forward I will be different, recognized as a healer. I pledge myself to the value of human life.

I do not enter this pathway alone. Society provides schools and faculty. Teachers and peers assist in my education. Important individuals support me.

Among those attributes that are respected in physicians, I will treasure compassion, empathy, and honesty.

I will learn to preserve life by promoting health and by treating individuals who are ill.

I will remember always that within each human life is a person who can feel pain, as well as comfort and happiness.

I will treat my patient not only as an individual but also as a member of a family and society.

I will respect the dignity of everyone I help and will hold private and in confidence all that patients report to me.

I will be honest with patients and their families, with teachers and peers, and will never tolerate deception or fraud.

I will be honest with myself to know my strengths and abilities, to recognize my limitations, and to seek help when necessary.

I will believe in myself, for it is that foundation that allows me to believe in others—from mentors and peers to patients, their families, and friends.

I will always strive to do my best and work continually to improve my knowledge, abilities, and understanding.

I will be a teacher to those who follow me, and to my patients, and my community.

My relationship with patients and colleagues will not be affected by race, religion, nationality, financial or social status, or sexual orientation.

In being true to this oath, I will preserve the finest traditions of medicine and science, and enjoy and conduct my life, my profession, and my art to the fullest.

Written in 1995 for the first White Coat Ceremony at UCLA by Alan G. Robinson, M.D. and Neil H. Parker, M.D.
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CONCLUSION
THE CLASS OF 2025

UTILIS SOCIETY
Efren Aguilar
Corinne Allas
Ashley Appleton
Torey Averick
Anthony Azzun
Mohit Bandla
Ursula Biba
Marilyn Bravo
Stephanie Real Bueno
Oliver Pettebone Campbell III
Daem Celestin
Shivani Dayal
Andrew Dossman
Shayan Ebrahimian
Erica Escalera
Irvin Garcia
Esin Gumustekin
Yashaar Hafizka
Christopher Hernandez
Jo Huang
Michaela Juels
Harika Kottakota
Martin J. Kyalwazi
Sally Lee
Jeffrey Li
Allyson Malone
Channelle N. Ndagire
Sang Ngo
Clara Do Tran Nguyen
Jenny Huynh Nguyen
Darain Noveir
Sonia S. Raghuram
Martin Ramirez
Ehizele Robertson
Emilio Rodriguez
Sara Sakowitz
Hanin Sheikh
Othneil Noble Sparks
Ami Tamhaney
Jay Vankawala
Jackie Vu
Candace Y. Wang
Mia Williams
Qiang Zhang

CARITAS SOCIETY
Limn Ahmed
Jacob Alderete
Lexy Anderson
Zackary Bango
Nikki Bisarya
Brandon Brizuela
Dimitri Cadet
Matthew Carter
Osiel Cecenas
Nicole Charland
Troy Coaston
Lissette Collins
Jennifer Michelle Diaz
Fernando Echegaray
Praneeth Goli
Jennifer Gutierrez
Denise Guzman Naranjo
Anne Hall
Nicholas Hamilton
Maggie Hui
Alonso Iníguez
Alberto G. Juarez
Kristy Kim
Christine Lam
Trevor Lloyd
Xochitl Longstaff
Yifan Mao
Jacqueline Martín
Joanne Newens
Anthony Nguyen
Tira Oskoui
Derek Pan
Citlali Perez
Jordan Peyer
Mira Ramesh
Jorge Salcedo
Hannah Arline Sample
Saitiel Sandoval Gonzalez
Deseray Sileo
Joshua Simpson
Kathleen P. Trinh
Luigi Varilla
Charlotte F. Wahlé
Michael Ward

LEVAMENTUM SOCIETY
Alexis I. Aleman
Jerome Andres
Jonathan Balderrama
Joseph A. Borrell
Rebecca Brena
Brett Cervantes
Haidee Chen
Nam Yong Cho
Jade A. Cook
George H. Daghlian
Emily Joyce Dickey
Youssef Essanaa
Kandace Fung
Santiago Gudíño-Rosales
Ethan Han
Madison Hecht
Yasmine Ibrahim
Denise Jimenez-Tapia
Prasidda Khadka
Janice Kim
Caroline Lauer
Melissa Lopez
Jessica Lutz
Mikayla Mefford
Shami Mitchell
Kevin Muy
Danielle Newton
Nhan Nathan Nguyen
Maggie Owens
Esther Peluso
THE CLASS OF 2025 CONTINUED

Justin J. Prescott
Shannon Richardson
Anaël Rizzo
Lauren Schafrank
Olivia C. Scott
Bennett M. Shaw
Courtney Smith
Norman Spivak
Abhinav Suri
Amulya Vadlakonda
Nafisa Wara
Brandon Williams
Christian Wooten
Hong-Ho (Jason) Yang

ACCENDO SOCIETY
Abena Adaboh
Gerardo Arteaga
Jonathan Artalla
Cydni Baker
Alexandre Jose Bourcier
Raimel Brooks
CeeCee Cascavita
Akshayaa K. Chirtibabu
Geena R. Conde
Fadi Dahoud
Aura M. Elias
Judy Figueroa
Michael Freddy
Sara Frigui
Jack Satoshi Fukushima
Darwin A. Gutierrez

AWARDS

The Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Award

Amar Kishan, M.D.
Associate Professor of Radiation Oncology
David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
The Class of 2025 Listed Alphabetically

Abena Adaboh
Efren Aguilar
Limri Ahmed
Jacob Alderete
Alexis I. Aleman
Corinne Allas
Lexy Anderson
Jerome Andres
Ashley Appleton
Gerardo Arteaga
Jonathan Attalla
Torey Averick
Anthony Azzun
Cydni Baker
Jonathan Balderrama
Mohit Bandla
Zackary Bango
Ursula Biba
Nikki Bisarya
Joseph A. Borrell
Alexandre Jose Bourcier
Marilyn Bravo
Rebecca Brena
Brandon Brizuela
Raimel Brooks
Stephanie Real Bueno
Dimitri Cadet
Oliver Pettebone Campbell III
Matthew Carter
CeeCee Cascavita
Osiel Cecenas
Daem Celestín
Brett Cervantes
Nicole Charland
Haidee Chen
Akshayaa K. Chittibabu
Nam Yong Cho
Troy Coaston
Lisette Collins
Geena R. Conde
Jade A. Cook
George H. Daghlían
Fadi Dahoud
Shivani Dayal
Jennifer Michelle Diaz
Emily Joyce Dickey
Andrew Dossman
Shayan Ebrahimian
Fernando Echeagaray
Aura M. Elias
Erica Escalera
Youssef Essanaa
Judy Figueroa
Michael Freddy
Sara Frigui
Jack Satoshi Fukushima
Kandace Fung
Irvin Garcia
Praneeth Goli
Santiago Gudiño-Rosales
Esin Gumustekin
Darwin A. Gutierrez
Jennifer Gutierrez
Denise Guzman Naranjo
Yashaar Hafizka
Anne Hall
Nicholas Hamilton
Ethan Han
Justin Hanson
Madison Hecht
Christopher Hernandez
Kate Nicev Holland
Jo Huang
Maggie Hui
Yasmine Ibrahim
Alonso Iñíguez
Denise Jimenez-Tapia
Eliana L. Jolkovsky
Alberto G. Juarez
Michaela Juels
Prasidda Khadka
Janice Kim
Kristy Kim
Mikaela Koch
Harika Kottakota
Martin J. Kyalwazi
Christine Lam
Sarah Larson
Caroline Lauer
Boss Le
Jennifer Lee
Sally Lee
Jeffrey Li
Trevor Lloyd
Xochitl Longstaff
Melissa Lopez
Alejandra Lopez Macha
Jessica Lutz
Allyson Malone
Yifan Mao
Jacqueline Martín
Mikayla Mefford
Shami Mitchell
Nina Modano
Antonio Moreno
Emma Moulton
Kevin Muy
Chanelle N. Ndagire
Joanne Newens
Danielle Newton
Ayesha Ng
Sang Ngo
Anthony Nguyen
Clara Do Tran Nguyen
Jenny Huynh Nguyen
Nhan Nathan Ngwazi
Travis Tu Nguyen
Larissa Nicolas
Darain Noveir
Tira Oskoui
THE CLASS OF 2025  LISTED ALPHABETICALLY

Maggie Owens
Derek Pan
Esther Peluso
Citlali Perez
Jordan Peyer
Justin J. Prescott
Gianna Marie Radeljic
Sonia S. Raghuram
Mira Ramesh
Martin Ramirez
Shannon Richardson
Matthew Rios
Joshua J. Rivera
Anael Rizzo
Ehizele Robertson
Emilio Rodriguez
Emma Ruskin
Sara Sakowitz
Jorge Salcedo
Hannah Arline Sample
Bryan Sanchez
Saitiel Sandoval Gonzalez
Lauren Schafrank
Olivia C. Scott
Tara Shahrvini
Bennett M. Shaw
Hanin Sheikh
Deseray Sileo
Joshua Simpson
Courtney Smith
Eric M. Smith
Othneil Noble Sparks
Norman Spivak
Julia B. Sun
Abhinav Suri
Ami Tamhaney
Daniel Tang
Kathleen P. Trinh
Anika Nawar Ullah
Amith Umesh
Amulya Vadlakonda
Jay Vankawala
Luigi Varilla
Eliza Villarruel
Jackie Vu
Charlotte F. Wahle
Candace Y. Wang
Nafisa Wara
Michael Ward
Brandon Williams
Mia Williams
Christian Wooten
Hong-Ho (Jason) Yang
Grace Yi
Qiang Zhang
Frank Feng Zhou